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Wardrobe Care User Manual



Dear Customers:

Thanks for choosing OPPEIN wardrobe.

Prior to using, please patiently read wardrobe care manual. 

The content will let you benefit a lot, and correct use 

method will make your wardrobe more beautiful and durable.  

The manufacturer accepts no liability for damages resulting 

from improper use, maintenance or care.  

We hope that you can enjoy this reading, and gain happiness. 

If you have any query, please contact our local dealer.  

OPPEIN Home Group Inc



Different Materials of Wardrobe Care

Furniture materials are not fixed, but many choices. So, the wardrobe 
care should be based on different materials to make different care,
which can ensure the wardrobe has new look.

The owner can choose professional cleaning fluid, spray on clean cotton 
cloth, and then evenly wipe the door panel, until the surface is clean.
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1.Solid Wood Wardrobe 

The care is relatively simple. The famous wardrobe brands mostly use 
high density MDF that is melamine finishes on both sides. It is 
waterproof and moisture proof, also dirt resistant and scratch resistant. 
For these furniture cares, the owner can use ordinary cleaning agent or 
semi dry towel to wipe. If the stains are difficult to remove, use 
toothpaste to wipe.   

3.All the base materials of leather, lacquer, wood grain, PVC 
finish and high-pressure laminate are MDF, which are similar 
in care.  

Detail Parts Care
In general, the integrated wardrobe is formed by carcase, door panel 
and hardware; they have some different places in care. The followings 
are care methods of detail parts. 

Keep good ventilated and dry state in the 
interior. Often make ventilation that can make 
chemicals in wooden wardrobe as far as 
possible volatilize to outside. The common 
practice is, often open the windows or doors 
that make air convection, or use air 
conditioning system and ventilation system. 
At the same time, you can also put some 
desiccant in the corner of wardrobe, which 
prevent carcase deformation and moldy. In 
addition, avoid the wardrobe being directly 
placed in sunlight for preventing woods 
deformation and brittle fracture. 

1.Carcase Care 

1)Solid Wood Door: It is usually made by some rare hardwood. When 
cleaning, choose the professional cleaning fluid, spray on the clean cotton 
cloth to evenly wipe, until the surface is clean.  

2.Door Care

2)Artificial Door panel: This is the most common door material. Use 
melamine finish on both sides, which is waterproof, moisture proof, so 
you should use the semi dry towel to gently wipe. 

3)Glass Door Panel: Glass door panel pastes on the fiber that will 
become rough, so keep them bright and gloss, it is best to use the glass 
water as cleaning agent, and match newspapers to wipe.

4)Aluminum Door Panel: Glass water or other detergents may make 
aluminum lose original luster. Directly use semi dry towel to wipe or use 
special aluminum cleaner to let it restore the original appearance. 

5)Leather Door Panel: Leather products feel very soft. Do not use the 
hard or sharp things on it, otherwise there will cause the physical damage. 
Therefore, you should use soft cloth to wipe.  

Glass wardrobe care is more convenient. Glass door panel pastes on the 
fiber that will become rough, so keep them bright and gloss, it is best to 
use the glass water as cleaning agent, and match newspapers to wipe. 

2.Glass Wardrobe 



1)Brightening agent can wipe stainless steel 
hardware that adds the brightness. Hinges, 
hanging wheels, casters and other moving 
parts may be due to the adhesion of dust in 
long time movement, so that reduce 
performance. Therefore, you should put one 
or two drops of lubricant into them in every 
half a year or so, which can maintain their 
smoothness.    

Attentions in Using
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3.Hardware Care

2)When lock rotation is not flexible enough, you can scrape off a small 
amount of black powder from the pencil lead, and then gently blow into 
the keyhole. This is because the graphite content is very good solid 
lubricant. Do not drop into the lubricating oil; otherwise it will be easier 
to cause adhesion of dust. Pay attention to the direction of handle rotation 
and stretching, avoid making too much strength. Especially need to 
educate children, do not swing to hang on the door handle, which is easy 
to cause the occurrence of danger, and possibly damage to the interior 
door. 

3)If hardware accessories surface has dust, use damp cloth, also handled 
by damp cloth dips in a neutral detergent or cleaner, finally wipes dry 
water stains. Do not use damp cloth soaked by high temperature and hot 
water, which avoid causing the wardrobe surface discoloration. 

4)Hardware surface has serious stains or scratches, use a sandpaper to 
gently rub, and then wiped by a microfiber cloth. 

1)Many people are used to put some of less commonly used items on the top, 
which is very bad for wardrobe, especially when they are heavy. Therefore, 
don't place heavy items on the wardrobe, avoid cabinet door protruding, and 
causing deformation.

2)Clothing should be stacked neatly, avoid piling up too much that prevent 
the door deformation. At the same time, should not exceed the capacity of the 
wardrobe, the carcase has certain bearing limit, so do not overload bearing.   

3)Before using wardrobe, different parts of fittings must be inspected regularly; 
they should be locked immediately when found loose. If disassembly and 
combination resulting misalignment and breakdown, you must timely notify the 
relevant brand stores, not private disassembly. 

4)Have a look first whether handle is bulge when pushing and pulling. If 
bulging, pressed to level off, otherwise it will damage side cabinet or handle.

5)Use sliding door for a long time, dust excluder may have a slight glue falling 
phenomenon, which can be glued by double sided adhesive.

6)Pulley of light rail door has noise in the long time of use that is a normal 
phenomenon. In order to ensure lasting smooth and mute of pulley, please 
regularly apply oil for the upper and lower pulley in every 2-3 months.  
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Avoid Care Misunderstandings 
1)Avoid direct sunlight. Use the curtains to keep out sunshine when necessary, 
which prevent wood deformation or paint cracking.  

2)In order to prolong its service life, keep away from Air conditioning tuyere 
that avoids huge temperature difference leading to premature aging and 
damage of the wardrobe. 

3)Damp room needs to regularly open the doors and windows for ventilation. 
At the same time, the corner of the wardrobe put dry lime or other desiccants, 
etc.  

4)Away from the naked flame, also do not make wardrobe surface contact 
with corrosive substances, such as alcohol, banana oil, gasoline, nail polish, 
acid, alkali, etc.   

5)Avoid sharp or coarse items directly placing on the wardrobe surface, which 
may cause scratches. Heavy items and sharp instrument do not bump against 
track, which prevent abnormal phenomenon inside, affect the sliding effect. 

“Seven Hard Indexes” for Quality Warranty

Choose environmental protection panels of national testing standard, the 
thickness of carcase panels are above 18 mm.   

1. Panels 

Use thicker impregnating varnish and environmental protection melamine 
veneers what go through the high temperature and high pressure processing. 
High surface strength, wear resistance and scratch resistance. 

2. Veneer  

After edge banding, effectively prevent moisture in the air invading panel 
inside.

3. Edge Banding 

Use greater than or equal to 5 mm thick back panel, melamine veneer, 
and embedded groove leather lap structure to avoid back panel contacting 
with the wall, even absorbing moisture.

4. Thickness  

Popular and top brands: Hettich; Blum.

5. Panels 

Humanized design, long service life, buffer action.

6. Door Hinge 

There are single section slide, double section slide and hydraulic buffer 
slide, which have good bearing capacity. 

7. Drawer Slide 
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